The Gold Standard In Asphalt Protection

ADVANCED

SEALCOATING
PRODUCTS

GUARDTOP SEALCOAT
THERE’S NO EQUIVALENT
Since 1983, GuardTop sealcoat products are among the best in the industry for
appearance, performance and sustainability. It’s no wonder that GuardTop is a preferred
choice of public, private and institutional property owners and managers; it provides
superior preservation, protection, and beautification of pavements.

PERFORMANCE AND
LONGEVITY

The Gold Standard In Asphalt Protection

PREVENT PAVEMENT DETERIORATION
EXCELLENT

PAVEMENT CONDITION

Prevent pavement
deterioration with a
low-cost application
of GuardTop every
three to five years.
GuardTop will
keep your asphalt
surfaces looking
consistently great
for years to come,
while preserving
the integrity of the
underlying asphalt
and base course.

GOOD

GuardTop every 3 to 5 years

FAIR

75% of life

POOR

40% drop
in quality

VERY POOR
FAILURE
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Stacked up against other leading brands, GuardTop
more solids
andCOMPARISON
unique ingredients to make
16-YEARhas
PRODUCT
COST
it tougher and longer lasting. Preserving pavement with GuardTop reduces your lifecycle cost!
COMPETING SEAL COAT

GUARDTOP

PRODUCT COST

$130,000

$128,000*

GUARDTOP IS ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
$80,000
AND NON-TOXIC

*

Asphalt surfaces are in a constant state of deterioration. Heat,
cold, rain and the sun’s ultraviolet
rays break down the binders
FREQUENCY
4X
that hold the surface together.
COST / SF

$ .20/SF

8X
$ .16/SF

* Per 100,000
SF. Product costs are for comparison and subject to change.
GuardTop stays black longer, protects your asphalt
from
environmental exposure, and inexpensively prolongs a smooth,
high-quality appearance that is easy to maintain.

Decades of performance, longevity and eco-friendliness have won
the confidence and trust of school districts. Many school districts
specify the use of GuardTop by name.

Higher technology, lower lifetime cost
Because each GuardTop application gives
pavements longer-lasting protection, fewer
treatments are required to keep your
assets looking new over their lifetime. This
translates to a lower maintenance lifecycle
cost and reduces inconvenience to the customer.

A full line of sealcoating products
GuardTop offers a range of quality products to help address
distressed pavement conditions and offers the finishing
touches to your sealcoat project. These include an oil sealer
for oil-stained pavements, a crack filler to smooth cracks
and protect the subgrade, as well as latex additives and
striping paint. We also carry a full line of hand tools and
ancillary products at all of our locations.

Top national brands choose GuardTop
Our sealcoat products are chosen to protect the asphalt
surfaces of shopping centers, homeowners associations,
and commercial parking lots in many areas throughout the
country. GuardTop enhances the aesthetics of your asphalt
surface and will bring higher value to your existing buildings.

Partnering with contractors
GuardTop takes pride in working closely with experienced
Asphalt and Sealcoat Contractors, who have applied
GuardTop in some of the country’s most well known
communities, business parks, retail locations and visitor
destinations.

Go greener with CoolSeal by GuardTop®
Our commitment to sustainability has guided the
development of CoolSeal by GuardTop®, an ultra high
performance asphalt-based sealcoat that achieves lower
surface temperatures with its lighter colored surface and
higher reflectivity. Perfect for school districts, parking lots
and LEED-certified building projects.

GUARDTOP VERSUS COAL TAR SEALCOAT:
THE SMART AND SAFE CHOICE FOR PAVEMENT PRESERVATION
Studies by the
U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS),
and supported by
the United States
Environmental
Protection Agency,
have identified coal
tar-based sealcoat
as a major source of
polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH)
contamination in
urban areas for large
parts of the Nation.
Several PAHs are
suspected human
carcinogens and are
toxic to aquatic life.

PAHs in Asphalt Based Sealcoat
Samples tested using Sitelab’s fingerprinting
method. Advanced forensic analysis
performed using polar vs. non-polar solvents.
GRO (BTEX)

UVF-3100D
Analyzer

Total PAHs
Target PAHs

A sealcoat sample was scraped up from a parking lot in Georgia and sent to Sitelab for analysis.
Samples of asphalt emulsion oil and the manufacture’s final product were also tested. Concentrations
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in GuardTop’s sealcoat are 60 to 70 times lower compared to toxic
coal tar based sealcoats.

TD-500D
Analyzer

Heavy PAHs

Sealcoat Scrapings
from Parking Lot

Results in
Total
Target Heavy
ppm (mg/Kg) PAHs:
PAHs:
PAHs:
Methanol
2,600
500
600
vs. Hexane
38,000 10,000 40,400
Samples extracted for 10 minutes

Final Product
(Liquid Sealcoat)

Asphalt Emulsion Oil
Used to Make Sealcoat

10 minute extraction in methanol produces
test results that correlate well to the 16 PAH
compounds reported by EPA Method 8270,
based on previous asphalt studies by Sitelab.

Methanol
9,000
1,900
1,880
vs. Hexane
48,000 11,800 45,000
Samples extracted for 24 hours (see graph)

800,000

Parking lot was
sealcoated 7 to 8
months ago
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This product fluoresces similar to asphalts
100,000
used to pave roads and highways; Hexane
over quantifies PAH content, while methanol
ppm 0
produces lower concentrations and is more
accurate compared to laboratory methods. (mg/Kg)
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guardtop.com
877) 948-2738

Sitelab Corporation
Visit: site-lab.com
USA: 978-363-2299
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VS. COAL TAR

		

The Gold Standard In Asphalt Protection

Coal Tar

Compatible with water and oil based paints

√

Dries Quickly: can typically apply 2 coats and stripe the same day

√

√

Longevity: Typically expect 3-6 yrs on 2 coat application

√

√

Application: Easy to apply, squeegee or spray

√

√

Will burn if exposed to skin during application process and pungent fumes		

√

Banned or restricted in 15 states and numerous municipalities		

√

Contains known Carcinogens, Harmful Byproducts and Very High PAH’s		

√

Healthier for people and the planet
GuardTop is non-flammable and is made with 100 percent
asphalt base emulsion. Our product has always been
completely free of coal tar and is environmentally sustainable.

GUARDTOP VERSUS CONVENTIONAL SEALCOAT:
PERFORMANCE AND LONGEVITY
Stacked up against other leading brands, GuardTop has more
solids and unique ingredients to make it tougher and longer lasting.
Preserving pavement with GuardTop reduces your lifecycle cost!

PREVENT PAVEMENT DETERIORATION
EXCELLENT

PAVEMENT CONDITION

Prevent pavement
deterioration with a
low-cost application
of GuardTop every
three to five years.
GuardTop will
help you maintain
a consistently
superior asphalt
surface while
preserving the
integrity of the
underlying asphalt
and base course.

GOOD

GuardTop every 3 to 5 years

FAIR

75% of life

POOR

40% drop
in quality

VERY POOR
FAILURE
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16-YEAR PRODUCT COST COMPARISON
GUARDTOP

COMPETING SEAL COAT

$130,000
PRODUCT COST

Since GuardTop is
designed to outlast
other competing
products, fewer
applications are
required. This
means lower overall
lifecycle costs and
less inconvenience
to your customers.

FREQUENCY
COST / SF

$128,000*
$80,000*

4X

8X

$ .20/SF

$ .16/SF

* Per 100,000 SF. Product costs are for comparison and subject to change.

GO GREENER WITH COOLSEAL BY GUARDTOP®
Our commitment to sustainability has guided the development of CoolSeal by
Guardtop, a high-performance asphalt-based sealcoat that is designed to achieve
lower surface temperatures through its lighter color and reflectivity. CoolSeal is
perfect for playgrounds, parks, parking lots, driveways, residential areas, schools
and bike paths. Both GuardTop sealcoats and CoolSeal are LEED eligible.

20

877-948-2738
www.guardtop.com

The Gold Standard In Asphalt Protection

ADVANCED SEALCOATING PRODUCTS
Environmentally friendly…durable…long-lasting quality asphalt protection. Specially
formulated from unique base stocks, GuardTop’s difference can be seen immediately in
its richer color, consistency and performance. There is no better ally in making your
property look great and keeping it that way!

SOUTHEAST LOCATIONS

SOUTHWEST LOCATIONS

GuardTop® Atlanta
480 S Marble St.
Rockmart, GA 30153
(404) 821-2388

GuardTop® Corporate Office
32834 Pacific Coast Hwy, Suite 210
Dana Point, CA 92629
(877) 9GUARDTOP (877) 948-2738

GuardTop® Express Atlanta
2400 Weaver Way, Suite J
Doraville, GA 30340
(678) 218-8915

GuardTop® Fontana
14388 Santa Ana Avenue
Fontana, CA 92337
(909) 823-1811
GuardTop® Express Orange
719 W. Collins Avenue
Orange, CA 92867
(657) 224-9525
GuardTop® Tucson
3132 E 45th Street
Tucson, AZ 85713

SOUTHWEST DISTRIBUTION
LOCATIONS
California Commercial Asphalt
9229 Harris Plant Road
San Diego, CA 92145
(760) 822-9660
Vulcan Materials
11401 W. Tuxford St.
Sun Valley, CA 91352
(818) 983-0146
Western Oil Spreading Services
736 Mission Rock Road
Santa Paula, CA 93060
(805) 647-0693

GuardTop® Phoenix
1048 W. Maricopa Fwy.
Phoenix, AZ 85007
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